Introduction
As High Energy Physics experiments become larger and more complex, the amount of data collected per experiment has become so large that central computer facilities can no longer process the data as it is collected. Larger computer centers do not appear to be the whole answer since even higher data rate experiments are foreseen. Often preliminary screening by a relatively simple program will greatly reduce the quantity of data to be analyzed, since some experiments have only a very small fraction of interesting events. Every effort is made through the use of fast trigger electronics in the experimental design to select only good events for storage (on tape usually) and later analysis. Often the fast trigger electronics is too complex to be physically realizable and there has been no alternative but to write tapes which are mostly full of junk for later selection at the central computing facility.
B EA M 5ImJ CD PO Pi 1P Experiment #400 at Fermilab (Figure 1 ) is a particle search experiment using a dimuon trigger. Based on previous experiments, it is known that the dimuon spectrum is dominated by low mass dimuons of no particular interest. E-400 will trigger on only high mass and high transverse momentum muon pairs so that the experiment can be run at high enough intensity to search down to theoretically interesting cross sections.
The M7 processor has been designed to quickly analyze the tracks from a pair of x-y muon drift chambers of the delay line type' and to provide fast determination of mass and transverse momentum prior to writing the event on tape.
Engineering Considerations
While a general goal has been the application of special purpose digital processors to the enrichment of recorded experimental data and their possible use as off-line track processors, the specific goal of this project was the improvement of the fraction of good events taken by E-400 at Fermilab. Standard ECL wire wrap panels were selected for packaging the electronics with several panels mounted together on a single ground plane. This plane was then mounted vertically in a relay rack. Interconnections were wire wrapped single ended with only moderate care taken to push all wiring close to the ground plane. All connections were terminated in 100 ohms. While this is not the optimum interconnection technique for ECL, the result is only a small increase in rise time and overshoot, particularly if care is taken in locating major units so that most critical wiring runs are short.
An interesting feature of High Energy Physics (HEP), is the statistical nature of the data. Compared to payroll processing computers, for example, it is not necessary to get the right answer all the time. Since all the data taken will be later completely re-analyzed the worst result of an occasional error is to sometimes throw out a good event. Again the nature of HEP is that it is event oriented. There is little chance of events occuring in an unexpected sequence and those that do can be serviced slowly by the host processor. Thus, there is no necessity for interrupts, eliminating a decision process that both complicates and slows down every instruction in conventional computers. The 64 bit microcoded instruction contains 5 eight bit address fields ( Figure 5 ).
Other fields include 6 The next instruction (n + 1) is now started by performing another instruction fetch. At the end of t3 time of the n + 1 instruction, the output of the ALU is loaded into the Write Buffer (WB). Thus each instruction can use the entire instruction time for the multipliers and ALU to stabilize.
At to0 time of the n + 2 instruction the result is written into memory.
The relatively large microprogram word allows fairly complex instructions to be designed if fields are assigned different meanings than that required for the primary instruction, ax±by-*c. One 2) Very simple register structure, with most operations simple register to register transfers. The result is that a typical instruction requires only 4 gates, and even the list search instruction required only 5 gates.
3) Use of a relatively long microprogram instruction word.
4)
Use of ECL 10,000 logic which is much quieter even though faster than TTL.
5)
Use of an extensive CAMAC interface which allows all major registers to be examined and loaded from CAMAC.
6) Use of a Time-Sharing Computer CAMAC
Controller.
The experimental configuration of the M7, Figure 1 , will transfer data to the host computer (at first a Sigma 3 -later a PDP-ll) through a CAMAC interface. While it would have been possible to acquire a CAMAC interfaced PDP-ll for check-out and test purposes, this was rejected for several reasons:
1)
PDP-ll systems are a scarce resource at Fermilab and the system that would have been available to us was limited in operating features.
2) It would have been necessary to train a programmer and maintain programming skills. This is estimated to be at a half-time effort whether useful work is done or not.
3)
A computer would require space, airconditioning and maintenance efforteven when done by others, this is a considerable load.
4)
A computer would require software and file structure maintenance to assure that test programs would be available when needed.
The scheme adopted (Figure 8) The present speed limitation is due to control logic, not arithmetic speed. The clock can presently be varied from zero to a 38MHz micro cycle rate. A variable speed clock is a convenient debugging feature and it is planned to limit operation to this speed until pressed. The M7 can be run at a clock speed of 53M1Hz by timing critical parts and operating at a fixed clock frequency. This corresponds to a program execution time of 1.5 microseconds at which time arithmetic errors begin to be made.
In order to evaluate the effectiveness of the M7 in the final experimental environment a Monte Carlo program is presently being run on the laboratory time-sharing computer. This program simulates an event and transmits the coordinates of the drift chamber hits over the telephone link to the M7. The time-sharing computer starts the M7 and then examines the result. In this way, it is possible to study how well the M7 will perform, though at seven orders of magnitude slower data rate. Figure 9 is the result of this simulation which was performed by the real M7 and which indicates that the M7 will improve the trigger efficiency by nearly two orders of magnitude. 
